
Loki’s alluring image quality is unmistakable, right from the very first encounter. 
Striking and assertive, his soul is a dual laser light engine coupled to award 
winning DLP technology and world class optics. Loki is unmistakably Barco 
Residential, precision engineering and manufacture at its finest.
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Technical specifications Loki
projector 4k UHD(3840x2160) @ 60Hz

display concept Sinlge chip 4K XPR Laser phosphor projector with all glass optical design 
with replaceable

Housing sealed DMDs and optical assembly

compatibility Up to 4K UHD

optics and lamp projection lenses 0.61 : 1 (EN47), 0.8 : 1 (EN 42), 0.75 - 1.13 : 1 (EN46), 
1.2 - 1.7:1 (EN 43), 1.7 - 2.5 : 1 (EN41), 2.5 - 4.6 : 1 (EN 44)

Brightness T-version: up to 8.500 lumens, optional M version up to 12000 lumens

lens offset adjustable up to: vertical and horizontal, depending on lenses

contrast 450:1 ANSI contrast

lamp Laser phosphor

Lamp Lifetime 20.000/40.000 hours, replaceable illumination

Transport with Laser system Yes

connection video 2x DP, 2x dual link DVII, HDBaseT, HDMI 2.0, RJ 45 Ethernet, DMX in/out, 
RS232 in, 2x USB, 12v out
 

3D Active stereoscopic 3D

control control IR, RS232, RJ45

Network connection 10/100 Ethernet, RJ45

Software Tools Projector Toolset

general power requirements 100-240V 50-60Hz

dimensions (w x l x h) 
Shipping dimensions

575 x 730 x 295 mm / 22.64 x 28.74 x 11.61 in
tbd

weight 38 kg / 84 lbs

Certifications CE, FCC Class A and cCSAus 

warranties Limited 3 years parts and labor. Extendable up to 5 years

Installation Installation Free rotation

Power requirements 110-240 V / 50-60 Hz

BTU per hour Max. 6,000 BTU/h

Power consumption 1,600 W Max.

Noise level  (typical at 25°C/77°F) 43 dB(A) (max)/ 40 dB(A) (normal)

Operating temperature 10 40°C (sea level)

Operating humidity 20 80% RH

Storage temperature -20 to 60 °C

Loki is designed to deliver Barco’s expertise in digital cinema and post 

production projection technologies to the high-end home cinema environment. 

By basing Loki’s optical engine on our proven Optix architecture, custom 

designed aspherical glass elements and enhanced low dispersion glass lenses; 

image quality is in a class of its own, contrast is not only increased, but the 

detail within the darkest parts of the image are more visible, colour saturation 

is outstandingly accurate and the sharpest Ultra HD images imaginable are 

produced.

All new electronics have been designed to process 4K with HDMI 2.0a and 

HDCP 2.2 and the optical engine is utilising the very latest 0,9in DMD DLP 

chipset, delivering 3840 x 2160 pixels on screen.

Loki also features HDR, motorised lenses; auto aspect detection between 16:9 

and cinemascope and in standard T configuration delivers 8,500 lumens with 

an optional M version available to boost output to 12,000 lumens. 

Outstanding image quality requires imore than a perfect engine and a perfect 

lens, it is also the light source. Which is why we have packed Loki with the 

next generation of light source, laser.

Alongside significantly improved image uniformity, lasers last longer than 

traditional projector lamps, are not as fragile and offer nearly instant on/

off. Loki has departed from a pure fan based cooling system, used in most 

projectors in favour of a newly developed liquid cooling PID regulation 

system, awarding Loki with free rotation and the ability to be mounted in any 

orientation.

Featuring Barco’s unique calibration system, RealColour, Loki enables installers 

to carry out an accurate calibration simply and precisely, to a desired white 

point or greyscale.

http://www.barco.com/residential

Key features


